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Editorial

VINCI Energies Switzerland :
good progress despite
the pandemic
2020 was not an easy year for the Swiss economy. So we are therefore all the more pleased that
VINCI Energies Switzerland can nevertheless look back on a successful business year, with both turnover and incoming orders recording an overall increase of 3 % compared to 2019. As some business
areas have suffered more during the pandemic than others, it has once again proven to be a major
advantage to have a broad activity base.
Building Solutions – staying strong thanks to a committed team
In the Building Solutions corporate division, we clearly felt the effects of the crisis.
Despite all the challenges facing us due to the Covid-19 pandemic, we nevertheless succeeded in
introducing the new organisational structure of VINCI Energies Switzerland while at the same time
serving all our customers on schedule.
We benefit from both our decentralised structure and our nationwide presence, which enable us to
provide services to customers throughout Switzerland. Above all, however, it is down to the huge
commitment of our employees that we were able to implement our projects and satisfy the orders
received on time, even during the pandemic.
ICT & Automation – overcoming challenges through flexible structures
Over the past year, the ICT & Automation corporate division was able to pursue a positive development despite the pandemic and passed the acid test with flying colours. The local decision-making
power of our decentralised organisation proved to be a key factor of success, as it enables us to
react quickly to the constantly changing framework conditions. This flexibility was greatly appreciated
by our customers.
The construction of telecommunications infrastructures made considerable progress in 2020,
as the pandemic further heightened the requirements for good provision, which in turn had a positive
impact on our “Telecom Infrastructure” business area. The “Automation” business area adjusted
quickly to the new customer requirements and provided numerous companies with valuable support
in the digitalisation and optimisation of their production processes. Increased demand for remote
and managed services was observed in the “ IT & Managed Services ” business area. Thanks to
infrastructure projects and services, it enabled certain customers to continue their business activity
without a hitch and convert quickly to a home office configuration. These issues are still relevant
today, offering all our business areas a positive outlook for 2021.
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Climate change and energy transition remain key focal points
The coronavirus has, albeit for a short moment in time, pushed the greatest problem faced by
humanity – global warming and its consequences – into the background, but environmental protection remains a key concern for us. The VINCI Group has set itself the goal of reducing total
CO2 emissions by 40 % by 2030 and keeping our ecological footprint as small as possible. With regard
to our services, we also see the energy transition as an opportunity to develop additional segments
in the field of business technology and expand this business area. For one thing is clear: there
will never be a vaccine against climate change. Only human insight and new ideas can help. We are
therefore currently holding a worldwide competition in which all VINCI employees can submit
initiatives which will benefit the environment. And all of us.
Our employees are still here, bursting with energy
One year living with the coronavirus has shown us one thing above all: we owe our continued
success in large part to the courage and flexibility of our employees. Showing outstanding team spirit,
they have demonstrated that, together, we can overcome even the most difficult situations. Their
commitment and creativity have maintained our performance at the very highest level, impressing
our customers throughout 2020. We would like to extend a big thank you to them !
We would also like to offer our sincerest thanks to our customers and partners for their continued
trust and good cooperation. Together, we will also overcome the challenges of 2021.

Dr Reinhard Schlemmer
Member of the Board of VINCI Energies SA

Burim Mirakaj
COO ICT Germany & Switzerland

Remy Wittwer
CEO Building Solutions Switzerland
corporate division

Stefano Camuso
CEO ICT & Automation Switzerland
corporate division

Milestones

Milestones 2020
February

April

May

June

Axians Telecom Infrastructure
Mobile moved to new, much
larger premises in Landquart.

Contract awarded for the
entire low-voltage installation
for the new building of the
St. Gallen cantonal hospital,
building 07A, 07B and underground car park and the
new building of the Eastern
Switzerland children’s hospital. Implementation: 2021 to
2027, contract volume :
CHF 6.98 million.

New operations controller
assistance system for Pilatus
railway
Pilatus-Bahnen acquired a
new operations controller
assistance system. In future,
this will support the drivers
on their upward and downward journeys. The tailored
high-tech solution – consisting of VBBa ( visualisation and
operating system for railways )
and PbS ( position-based
signalling ) – was developed
by Actemium LeitTec.

Contract awarded for the
“pRED” project of F. HoffmannLa Roche AG, Basel.

Office renovation at ETAVIS
Neuhausen
Thanks to a large personal
contribution from apprentices,
three individual offices were
turned into an open-plan
office with meeting room.
Physical distancing helmet
( co-creation with uptownBasel )
In cooperation withFankhauser
Arealentwicklungen and
arbel GmbH, Actemium and
Axians developed a device to
monitor the distance between
workers on construction
sites. An excellent example
of co-creation within our
corporategroup.

Contract awarded for the
“New construction” project
of Endress + Hauser AG in
Reinach.
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July

August

September

Just in time for its 90th anniversary, ETAVIS JAG JAKOB AG
also moved into new premises
at Mohnweg 5, in Biel.

Start of apprenticeships with
protection concept
Basic seminar with 112 apprentices.

Inauguration of the photovoltaic system on the roofs of
ETAVIS in Basel.

Completion of apprenticeships under special conditions:
excellent results and rates !

Milestones

October

Schule@Wirtschaft organised
by HKBB ( Chamber of Commerce of both Basel cantons )
at ETAVIS Kriegel+Schaffner AG:
Career with apprenticeship !

Axians combined the competencies in the SAP and
cyber security IT fields in two
new business units: the SAP
Business Unit, with its headquarters in Rotkreuz, and
the Security Business Unit
based in Reinach/BL. In doing
so, we facilitated international
cooperation within Axians
and extended the solutions
and services portfolio on the
Swiss market.

November

Axians GNS, the first BU of
the Axians brand in Switzerland in the IT sector, celebrated its 25th anniversary. The
company began its activity in
the Winterthur area with three
people and now employs a
staff of more than thirty
focussing on cloud solutions
with data storage in Switzerland and managed services in
the field of networks, platforms and security.

SwissSkills Championships for
the electronics professions,
with ETAVIS participants: Jona
Stebler came 7th !

Climathon Basel with BaselHack on 13 November 2020
As an innovative technology
company, we foster cooperation with start-ups. That is
why we sponsor BaselHack
and are delighted that this
year’s BaselHack hackathon
was an integral part of the
Climathon in Basel.

Axians Telecom Infrastructure
Mobile and Fixnet consolidated their logistics, brought the
seven warehouses together
in a single location and, to
this end, established its own
Axians Logistic business unit.
Thanks to a total of almost
3,000 m2 storage and office
space, the new premises at
the conveniently located site
in Kirchberg/BE were able
to considerably increase
efficiency and flexibility in
the area of logistics.
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December

Actemium Talent Award 2020
The jury awarded the Actemium Talent Award 2020 to
Raphael Nikles. This award
recognised his bachelor thesis
on the “ Development of a
sensor to determine electrical
conductivity ”.

Axians launched a new
Axians standard tower for the
telecommunications sector
in Switzerland. The mobile
phone tower was a success
thanks to its shape and its
easy assembly and maintenance, not to mention its
good occupational safety, high
level of cost-efficiency and
aesthetics. The requirements
of the operating companies
were a key element in the development. Four basic heights
ranging from 20 to 35 metres
were produced, while special
heights are also available on
request.

In light of its continuous
growth, the Axians site in
Ticino became a business
unit in its own right. The new
business unit in Camorino,
near Bellinzona, brought the
Telecom Infrastructure Mobile
and Fixnet divisions together
under one roof.

Employees

Diversity & Inclusion –
recognising and embracing the
value of diversity
Ideas are as diverse as people, and that is exactly what diversity means to VINCI. A person’s religion,
gender, origin or political view, for example, is not what matters. It is much more the people themselves that are at the heart of matter – with all their constituent facets. Ensuring diversity and equal
opportunities is one of the key challenges of both the present and the future at VINCI. This is firmly
rooted in the internal corporate manifesto as one of eight commitments.
For us, it is essential to implement ideas with different employee groups. With senior management,
managers, specialists, young talents and apprentices working closely together, they help the group to
progress. To this end, VINCI Energies already boasts an intragroup diversity network.
For the VINCI Energies brands Actemium and Axians, it has long been an aim to identify highlyspecialised experts in the field of IT and automation on the labour market and to inspire them to work
for us for as long as possible. Tapping into the potential of diversity and inclusion is practically
a tradition of great importance to us. Through the recent workshops for managers and specialists
and the creation of a dedicated project group, we foster a climate of mutual trust and acceptance.
VINCI Energies Switzerland as a whole places great value on ensuring that the organisational
culture is characterised by mutual appreciation and respect with regard to each and every individual.
All employees should recognise, share and embrace these values. We design structural and social
ties such that everyone in our company enjoys the best possible conditions to be able to flourish
and develop. This enhances and extends value added both internally and externally.
As an employer and a partner of our valuable customers, we would also like to raise awareness for
diversity and inclusion on the market. Through equal opportunities within VINCI Energies Switzerland,
the mix of generations and diversity with regard to both origins and language, we strengthen the
technical know-how of our specialists while increasing our attractiveness on the market.
Because we already embrace diversity and inclusion, we enjoy …
… a competitive advantage on the market
… many new prospects and thus greater customer proximity
… varied know-how that we use to optimise internal processes and offer our customers value added
… the ability to convert stimuli into positive energy
Further activities of our Diversity & Inclusion project group are currently under development.
We are looking forward to embracing a future based on diversity together with our customers and
everyone in our corporate group.
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VINCI Energies Switzerland
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VINCI Facilities Switzerland
becomes ETAVIS Facility Services
After eight years of the VINCI Facilities brand in Switzerland, a harmonisation
of the ETAVIS brand will be implemented on 1 January 2021.
With the new strategic focus on technical facility management, VINCI Facilities was pleased to
rejoin the VINCI Energies Switzerland structure at the end of 2014, having spent a certain amount
of time as part of the European organisation. For a number of years, generating contracts on the
Swiss market has been a daily reality, as has successful cooperation with the different ETAVIS business units. After eight years of the VINCI Facilities brand in Switzerland, a harmonisation of the
ETAVIS brand will now be implemented.
A brand is characterised by the people and services behind it. The entire team is eager to work to
the very best of its ability, day in day out, as ETAVIS Facility Services and to promote the established
ETAVIS brand in its own image. If VINCI Facilities shares its name with ETAVIS, this will benefit
all the business units which already exist in the outstanding VINCI Energies Switzerland network.
The customer will have access to an enhanced service portfolio under A SINGLE name.
We are ETAVIS. ONE brand for our customers.

Actemium projects
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Actemium – increasing
industrial efficiency for a more
sustainable world
The Actemium brand stands for advice and practiceoriented support for our customers on their way to
a smart factory or smart building. To this end, we plan,
install and maintain smart automation solutions
designed to increase energy efficiency, productivity and
profitability. We provide our customers with an integrated, professional and manufacturer-neutral service.
We are committed to intelligent planning, efficient
implementation and maximum availability. Through our
automation solutions and services, we make a lasting
contribution to the protection of the environment
and improve the quality of life.

Actemium projects

Münchenstein grammar school

MIFA, Frenkendorf

Cisco, Rolle		

Total renovation of Münchenstein grammar school in three major stages and
five smaller ones. Planning of all partial
deliveries in accordance with SIA 108 over
a period of 13 years ( five with Actemium ).
Implementation by ETAVIS over nine
years.

Renovation and automation of a mixing
plant for the Mibelle Group. Commissioning in record time thanks to a digital
twin.

Replacement of the system with building
automation. Cisco Systems wants to
implement just one system to manage
its buildings. The building management
system ( BMS ) at the Rolle site had to
replaced by a more modern system.

Contractor :
BRH-Architekten AG
Implementation period :
2011 to 2020

Contractor :
Mibelle Group
Implementation period :
June 2019 to January 2020

Contractor :
Cisco Systems GmbH
Implementation period :
2019 to January 2020
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Replacement of the control solution
for a solvent distribution system
( St. Johann plant, Basel )

Process control engineering for a
pioneering wood-fired power plant in
Aarberg

The aim of the project was to replace an
outdated control solution for a solvent
distribution system in the pharmaceuticals sector. To increase the reliability of
the automation system and mitigate the
spare parts situation, the existing SPS
controls and HMI operating units had to
be replaced by modern technology. Our
delivery scope incorporated a review of
the existing system with the creation of a
functional specification, hardware planning with the creation of special documents for use in the explosion-proof area,
software development, testing followed
by commissioning and training of the
staff.

Actemium LeitTec provides the entire
process control engineering for Switzerland’s largest wood-fired power plant,
HKW Aarberg. The delivery includes hardware and software for firing, flue gas
cleaning, the thermal installation, HS and
MV substations and the HVAC component.
		
Contractor :
Holzkraftwerk Aarberg AG
Implementation period :
January 2020 to March 2021

Contractor :
Novartis Pharma AG
Implementation period :
2020

Axians projects
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Axians –
your 360° ICT solution partner
in Switzerland
Axians is the international brand for VINCI Energies
ICT services, with 12,000 employees in 25 countries
generating an annual turnover of EUR 2.6 billion.
Boasting a comprehensive ICT solutions portfolio,
we support companies, public institutions, network
operators and service providers in modernising
their digital infrastructures, solutions and processes.
Working at 20 sites throughout Switzerland, more
than 800 staff plan, develop, implement and service
sustainable solutions with the aim of improving
people’s lives – for example in the fields of telecommunications and broadband infrastructures, cloud
and data centres, cyber security, digital workspaces,
mobility, IT/OT and business applications.

Axians projects

Upgrading of mobile communications
sites

Axians acts as an enabler for
digital transformation

Clarifications, detailed project planning,
preparation of a planning application
dossier and submission of a planning
application for four antenna sites with
4G technology near the Swiss-German
border.

Vetter Krantechnik GmbH produces
crane systems with robot-aided manufacturing technology in one of the world’s
most modern slewing crane plants. The
portfolio incorporates the production of
both standardised slewing cranes, gantry
cranes and load rotating units and
machines tailored to specific customer
requirements. To optimise order processing even further, Axians conducted an
in-depth process analysis in cooperation
with Vetter. The focus here was on
the efficiency of the ERP system and a
discussion of the benefit of an SOP
or APS system. This gave rise to clearly
prioritised packages of measures for
implementation in two phases. In phase 1,
the digitalisation of the order process
was prepared, with work carried out
jointly on the pillars of digital transformation : Process/person and organisation/
IT system. In this context, the master data
team was reorganised and the master
data maintenance process was restructured and redesigned. Furthermore, the
planning process that Vetter will use in
future to handle orders was revised and
an ultra-modern APS system was evaluated to plan and control the production
process. The company is now ideally
equipped to introduce the second phase
of its transformation – the integration
of new systems and the transition to
new technologies.
		
Contractor :
Vetter Krantechnik GmbH, Siegen,
Germany
Implementation period  :
May to November 2020

Contractor:
Deutsche Funkturm GmbH
Implementation period :
June 2020 to June 2021
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Axians consulting service
in demand by start-ups
With the opening of the Startup-Plattform AG in Muttenz by Fankhauser Arealentwicklungen AG, an increasing number
of start-ups use the possibilities of this
innovative room concept allowing startups to grow and thrive. Networks can be
maintained, dialogue can be stimulated
and events can be launched. Thanks to
the immediate proximity of the University
of Applied Sciences and Arts Northwestern Switzerland ( FHNW ), students quickly
come into contact with these innovative
companies while in return, the start-ups
can make economical use of the FHNW
infrastructure, such as the laboratories
with high-quality analytical equipment
or 3D printers. As a partner of Fankhauser
Arealentwicklungen AG and future tenant
in the Industry 4.0 competence centre of
uptownBasel, Axians has supported the
start-up, inavo, in business consulting
matters since May 2020. Since then, three
other start-ups have evolved from this,
benefiting from support from Axians in all
matters relating to marketing, business
model development, range development,
strategy and pitch preparation. The four
resulting start-ups – inavo, inamove,
healthinity and antelope – focus their
ideas on innovation, sustainability and
health.
Contractor :
Fankhauser Arealentwicklungen AG
Implementation period :
Since May 2020
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Workplace as a Service

Digitalisation – the journey continues

The efficient provisioning, maintenance
and operation of modern PCs, such as
notebooks and workstations, for a number
of users in the hundreds or even thousands at different locations is becoming
an increasingly large challenge for internal
IT teams. In addition to the interruptionfree and high-performance operation
of hardware, software management on
terminals, the efficient allocation of
applications and professional and easily
accessible end user support plays a
pivotal role. More and more companies
are opting to source these so-called
workplace services as managed services.
Axians has developed considerable experience in this domain over a long period
of time, even making them available
internationally in recent years through
corresponding structures. Since January
2019, we have provided our customer
Gruner AG, with its head office in Basel,
with this type of service at different
locations in Switzerland, Germany and
other countries in cross-border cooperation with Axians Germany and in
accordance with high quality standards
while nevertheless complying with the
customer-specific requirements of Gruner
AG. We deal with more than 1,000 users,
some of whom are very demanding
with regard to the performance of their
CAD and CAE workstations, as part of
the “ Workplace as a Service ” model.

Since 2019, Axians has been the partner
of Louis Ditzler AG when it comes
to pushing the company’s IT strategy
forward. A number of projects were in
the implementation phase in 2020. With
IT services, Axians has provided the IT
department at Louis Ditzler AG with
greater scope for forthcoming digitalisation projects. The CIMPLICITY automation
platform was upgraded ( HMI, SCADA,
Historian ) together with an external integration partner and the Ditzler IT department. In this project, the necessary server
platform was also virtualised and the
system control hardware was modernised.
One aspect of the project involved implementing a zoning concept. This divided
the company network into office, control
and production layers. The control layer is
responsible for the necessary security
of all zones. In order to push the digitalisation process even further forward, Louis
Ditzler AG is also keen to unburden its
internal IT department even more. To this
end, Axians has developed a concept for
a modern, cloud-based IT infrastructure
and designed a corresponding service
model.

Contractor :
Gruner AG, Basel		
Implementation period :
Since January 2019

Contractor :
Louis Ditzler AG, Möhlin
Implementation period :
Since 2019

Axians projects

skyguide academy, Wangen bei
Dübendorf
skyguide constantly adjusts courses
to distance learning
The skyguide academy reacted quickly
to the decision of the Federal Council to
close all training centres for the duration
of the Covid-19 crisis with a view to continuing ongoing training for its air traffic
controllers without interruption. Within
only three days, and with the support of
Axians, the company adapted about
60 simulations, a 1:1 coaching solution
and an electronic debriefing system
to remote use. All trainees, experts and
training staff now have convenient remote access to the skyguide academy
e-learning access network and, following a familiarisation and training
period, can continue to work on the
Area Control Surveillance Radar remote
online training as if nothing had
changed.
Contractor :
skyguide swiss air navigation services
Implementation period :
March 2020

Axians evaluates signature and authentication solutions for the Swiss registry
of notaries
At the beginning of 2020, the so-called
SuisseID was no longer available due to
regulatory requirements and new market
requirements. As the Swiss registry of
notaries would therefore no longer have
the means of authenticating notaries,
BJ Axians was commissioned to conduct
a study of possible alternatives. In the
resulting study, different signature and
authentication methods were developed
and compared for this registry and several
possibilities were suggested as a replacement for SuisseID. The first part of the
study described the initial situation and
the prerequisites for the new solution. The
subsequent chapters summarised the
system components used and the alternatives available. Particular attention was
paid to the performance characteristics
of the different providers of signature
services, signature programs and authentication methods. Thanks to this comprehensive overview, our customer was
presented with different potential solutions as well as a functionally- and technologically-founded decision-making tool.
Contractor :
Federal Office of Justice, Bern
Implementation period :
Until January 2020

uptownBasel		
In the coming years, a competence
centre for Industry 4.0 will be developed
in the Schoren area of Arlesheim with
about 2,000 workstations. On the largest
construction site in north-western Switzerland, covering some 70,000 m2, several
buildings will be erected for development,
digitalisation, the Internet of Things, robot
technology and 3D printing. Axians was
awarded the contract to provide the
first building with mobile communications
( Swisscom 3G, 4G and 5G, about 150 antennae/DOTs ) as well as with safety
and rescue communications ( Polycom,
66 antenna ). Other buildings will then
be added step by step.

Contractor :
Fankhauser Arealentwicklungen AG
Implementation period :
December 2020 to summer 2021
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Integrated monitoring solution
for the IT infrastructure
Reliable IT infrastructure is essential
for Männedorf hospital. That is why it
opted for the managed monitoring and
alerting service from Axians. In the event
of a fault or if the defined threshold values
are reached, the service automatically
takes over responsibility for alerting the
relevant support organisation. Today, the
reliability of the IT infrastructure thanks
to this monitoring solution is both visible
and measurable. The monitoring information is recorded and summarised in regular reports. In this way, a lasting increase
in quality in the IT infrastructure can be
achieved, which in turn leads to increased
availability and improved capacity
management planning. This enables the
necessary additional costs to be budgeted
in the long run.
Contractor :
Männedorf Hospital
Implementation period :
February to July 2020
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A leading pharmaceuticals company
continues to rely on the project management competencies of Axians
A global pharmaceuticals company has
extended the “ PM as a Service ” contract
with Axians by two years. This contract
sees Axians provide experienced project
managers at six locations worldwide with
the aim of supporting the customer
in the fields of IT infrastructure and IT
integration or separation for mergers,
acquisitions and divestitures. Approximately 80 project managers are currently
involved, dealing with more than
100 projects. Axians is one of the three
preferred providers and supplies
about half of all project managers in
this field.
Contractor :
Globally operating pharmaceuticals
company, Basel area
Implementation period :
Since March 2020

ETAVIS projects

-
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ETAVIS – your partner
for electrical installations and
building technology
The range of services offered by ETAVIS includes
consulting, engineering, project management, implementation, service and operation of electrical
engineering systems, telematics and photovoltaics as
well as in the fields of electrical installation controls,
automation technology, switchgear engineering, industrial maintenance and energy optimisation. From
the ecological and economic standpoints, ETAVIS
optimises the processes of existing systems. The constant development of innovative solutions is a matter
of course at ETAVIS. This gives rise to an excellent
price-performance ratio for short construction or conversion times as well as price advantages with
regard to service and the maintenance of all services.

ETAVIS projects

New construction and renovation
of Kirchacker school, Neuhausen am
Rheinfall		
The contract involved the total renovation
of the existing school building and a new
construction containing additional classrooms, a hall and a school kitchen.
Contractor :
Municipality of Neuhausen am Rheinfall
Implementation period :
August 2017 to July 2020
Volume :
CHF 1.425 million

Office LAB Limmatstadt

A1 specialist retail park, Oftringen

With its co-working workstations, NUCO
addresses SMEs, start-ups and freelancers
and provides a comprehensive mobility
and sharing concept for tenants entirely
in line with the motto “ sharing is caring ”.
To this end, the third-floor office premises
covering more than 5,500 m2 were
entirely converted. The industrial look
lends the entire floor a quite unusual and
stylish note. To ensure the space is in no
way monotonous, it contains a kitchen
area, a large community zone, numerous
experience worlds and, for anyone
wanting a breath of fresh air, two interior
courtyards. Implementing the electrical
installations in light of this new, modern
style was a particular challenge. This
could only be achieved by means of
optimum preparation and coordination
with the other trades.
Our services : installation of the main
power distribution and sub-distribution
systems, the emergency lighting system,
the fire alarm system and partial protection, installation of the UPS, HVAC and
EDP systems. Delivery and installation of
the light fittings. KNX building automation.

The A1 specialist retail park in Oftringen
is one of our long-standing customers.
To prepare the zone for the future, it was
completely converted into a specialist
retail park ( Bauhaus ). The heating, cooling
and ventilation systems were revised
and adjusted to the new circumstances.
The staggered recommissioning was a
considerable challenge for our employees.
During the course of the projects, the
control system was upgraded to the latest
Niagara N4 generation. Furthermore,
numerous control cabinets and the
automation stations were changed to
the latest WAGO generation.

Contractor :
NUCO, Zurich
Implementation period :
November 2019 to July 2020
Volume :
CHF 1.1 million

Contractor :
Swiss Prime Site Immobilien AG
Implementation period :
October 2019 to September 2020
Volume :
CHF 0.3 million
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Kindergarten and Niederurnen school
New construction of a kindergarten and
extension of the school building : implementation of high- and low-voltage
installations, building automation DALI
light management and blind system.
Contractor :
Municipality of Glarus North
Implementation period :
April 2019 to June 2020
Volume :
CHF 0.7 million
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Construction of a new community
hall and cultural centre, town hall and
wine-growing cooperative with cellar,
Mels
Construction of a new community hall
and cultural centre with underground
car park and extension of the town hall.
This project in Mels incorporated a
multi-functional community hall with
space for up to 780 people and variable
stage configuration as well as a large
foyer, rehearsal rooms and an associations
room. The cultural centre and town hall
extension, together with the new wine
cellar, will be developed above the large,
two-storey underground car park. For
the underground car park, complex excavation safety measures were necessary
in order to protect the surrounding buildings.
Our services : Complete installation of
high- and low-voltage systems, underground car park inlay, then timber construction. High-quality lighting, complete
project with KNX, security media of a high
standard. Miscellaneous HVAC installations. Special requirements due to stage
equipment.
Contractor :
Municipality of Mels
Implementation period :
Autumn 2017 to August 2020
Volume :
CHF 2.6 million

Macardo Swiss Distillery GmbH,
Amlikon-Bissegg		
As a specialist in integral building technology, challenges are a way of life for us.
But the world of Macardo beats everything ! A “ living project ”, a “ never-ending
story ”. We were constantly under pressure. Energy and access system, data
cables, solar power system, events kitchen, lighting, sound system: the planning
and implementation requirements were
manifold and often unexpected. Every
day was a challenge, and the tasks were
as multi-faceted as the entire project.
It was a fascinating challenge.
Contractor :
Macardo Swiss Distillery GmbH
Implementation period :
November 2019 to November 2020
Volume :
CHF 1.3 million

ETAVIS projects

Büchi Labortechnik AG, Flawil
The company Büchi Labortechnik AG
had the idea of converting its existing
premises into an open-plan office in order
to make better use of the space. This
also involved renovating the ceiling
and moving the walls. Converting these
existing premises gave rise to a fresh new
concept. Special attention was paid to the
ceilings, which are made from recycled
PET bottles. These absorb the sound and
create pleasant acoustics while serving
as a means of installing the lighting.
The Flawil subsidiary of ETAVIS Grossenbacher AG was required to prepare the
corresponding installation work and
the electrical, telematics and building
automation plans in cooperation with the
St. Gallen business unit. In particular,
the work on the sub-distribution system
and the rack was subject to restrictions
due to overnight operations.
Contractor :
Büchi Labortechnik AG, Flawil
Implementation period :
March to September 2020
Volume :
CHF 0.135 million

Porsche Centre Oberer Zürichsee,
Feusisberg

Baselland Cantonal Hospital, KSBL
Liestal

A photovoltaic system providing a total
output of 79.0 kWp and a total module
area of 415 m² was installed on the
landscaped flat roof. The energy produced
is injected into the commercial building
in addition to the service connection. If
enough energy is provided by the photovoltaic installation, the commercial building and the charging park can be operated. If the energy requirements exceed
the present output of the PV installation,
the electricity is supplemented by the
service connection. The PV installation
also facilitates a higher output of the
entire internal electricity network, as the
connection is limited by the power
station. In this way, renewable energy can
be used to meet the requirements of
all installations such as the charging
infrastructure, lighting, heating, air conditioning, etc. In the vehicle showroom, a
display shows how much energy has been
produced by the installation on that
particular day, during the week, month or
year and even since the installation was
commissioned.
Our services : Delivery of a total solution
via multi-tech teams from energy production by the photovoltaic installation
through energy distribution to the energy
transfer to e-mobility solutions, including
monitoring.

Renovation of medical diagnostic, highand low-voltage installations including
safety systems and infrastructure projects
for the ongoing operation of safety lighting and EDP/WLAN at the KSBL Liestal.

Contractor :
Porsche Centre Oberer Zürichsee,
Feusisberg
Implementation period :
2019 to November 2020
Volume :
CHF 0.175 million

Contractor :
KSBL Liestal
Implementation period :
2019 to 2022
Volume :
CHF 0.85 million
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Construction of a new technology
centre, Laufen

Photovoltaic system
Wien-Strasse 1 and 2, Basel

Relocation of the Swiss head office from
Aesch to Laufen, creation of foundation
grounding and implementation of a new
office building (five storeys) with a company restaurant, three production halls
with sandblasting and painting booths,
a high-bay warehouse, cold room and
waste disposal site, installation of emergency lighting, BMA, RWA, video and
access control. Delivery of main power
distribution and sub-distribution systems,
installation and programming of KNX,
working group with K. Schweizer AG.

On both our properties, we have a PV
installation providing a total output of
350 kVA and an average annual production of 320 MWh. Some 1,048 modules
were installed, creating a total area of
1,768 m2.

Contractor :
Stöcklin Logistik AG
Home of Intralogistics, Laufen
Implementation period :
February 2019 to August 2020
Volume :
CHF 4.13 million

Contractor :
ETAVIS Kriegel+Schaffner AG
Implementation period :
2020
Volume :
CHF 0.36 million

ETAVIS projects

Image: Phil Wenger

Pratteln eye centre

SKAN Head Office Switzerland, Allschwil

Installation of an eye clinic in the Aquilla
building, high- and low-voltage installations including security systems.		
		
Contractor :
Augenzentrum Muttenz-Pratteln GmbH
Implementation period :
2019 to 2020
Volume :
CHF 0.5 million

Construction of a new, prestigious company head office for SKAN AG, a pioneer
in the manufacture of clean room insulators for the pharmaceutical industry. The
modern building meets the wide-ranging
requirements of SKAN under a single
roof and combines them with an inspiring
work atmosphere. The building boasts
flexible, customisable working environments as well as spatial layering which
creates short communication channels
and multi-faceted views between the production, office and lounge areas.
Contractor  :
Suva
Implementation period :
2017 to 2021
Volume :
CHF 7.5 million
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Stäubli Electrical Connectors AG

Endress + Hauser Flowtec AG

Basel University Hospital

Development of the entire electrical installation from the shell to the final installation for the new administrative building,
including parking area. The work included
high- and low-voltage installations in the
fields of HVACSE, safety and PV systems.
The modern building measures about
22,800 m3 and provides space for approximately 180 office workers.

Interior work in both new buildings;
replacement of building 1, office building
with a surface area of 6,000 m²; extension of building 6, with a surface area
of 8,000 m².

Renovation of the hospital kitchen. Total
renovation of the electrical installations,
HVACSE and safety systems. The work
was carried out in several stages without
interrupting the kitchen service.

Contractor :
Endress + Hauser Flowtec AG, Reinach
Implementation period :
May 2020 to July 2021
Volume :
CHF 3.9 million

Contractor :
Basel University Hospital
Implementation period :
2017 to 2020
Volume :
CHF 2 million

Contractor :
Stäubli Electrical Connectors AG,
Allschwil
Implementation period :
2018 to June 2020
Volume :
CHF 1.8 million

ETAVIS projects

uptownBasel
Industry 4.0 competence centre
ETAVIS Kriegel+Schaffner AG was commissioned to implement all the electrical
installations. This is currently the first
under construction of a total of eight
planned buildings. Base area 80 x 100 m.
Contractor :
uptownBasel, Arlesheim
Implementation period :
April 2019 to August 2021
Volume :
CHF 7.5 million

ETH Zurich, BSS building in Basel

Hotel Allegro, Kursaal Bern

New BSS research building at ETH Zurich
on the Schällemätteli campus, Basel.
The pentagonal building is nine storeys
high. ETAVIS Kriegel+Schaffner AG was
commissioned to implement all the
electrical installations. The staff and students of the Biosystems Department
will begin working in the building during
the course of 2022. With this new construction, the ETH Zurich is creating a
modern and sustainable ( Minergie-ECO )
research building offering the best
possible conditions for cooperation with
the science and medical fields of two
institutions.

Complete renovation of a total of 163
hotelrooms; preparatory work, storey
distributors, lobby, new HVACS, control
cabinets, new HiFog system, BMA adjustments.

Contractor :
ETH Zurich
Implementation period :
October 2018 to December 2021
Volume :
CHF 12.5 million

Aerial view: Erich Meyer, 79686 Hasel

Contractor :
Kongress + Kursaal Bern AG
Implementation period :
January 2020 to February 2021
Volume :
CHF 2.02 million
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Coop retail outlets
In the Coop retail outlets in Pieterlen,
Grenchen, Deisswil, Kandersteg, Toffen
and Rüfenacht, we were responsible for all
electrical installations, HVACS and MSRL
wiring as well as all high- and low-voltage
installations.
Contractor :
Coop Genossenschaft
Implementation period :
January 2020 to December 2020
Volume :
CHF 1.7 million
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Hasle-Rüegsau retirement and
nursing home
Lighting improvements in the residents’
rooms and daylight-dependent lighting
control in the corridors, energy-efficient
lighting. The comfort of the residents
and nursing staff was improved by situation-appropriate adjustment of the
brightness of the lighting in the rooms.
Contractor :
Hasle-Rüegsau Retirement and
Nursing Home
Implementation period :
August to September 2020
Volume :
CHF 0.2 million

Blaser Swisslube AG, Hasle-Rüegsau
Renovation and extension of tank depot G,
installation of pipe heating and control
elements.
Contractor :
Blaser Swisslube AG, Hasle-Rüegsau
Implementation period :
January 2020 to March 2021
Volume :
CHF 0.53 million

ETAVIS projects

Dermatology practice, Bärenplatz 8, Bern

SUPSI Mendrisio

Incorporation of the practice with small
dermatology surgery. Network installations, renovation of lighting and adjustment of high-voltage current.

Five-storey building with total energy
reference area ( ERA ) of 19,400 m2
• Controlled domestic ventilation		
divided into eight mono-block units
for a total of 84,000 m3/h
• Building structure in prefabricated parts
to ensure quick implementation
• Multi-functional building, car park
Two-level basement, lecture rooms,
workshop, testing laboratories for
building material, in-house cafeteria
and administrative offices
• Energy-efficient building and energy
recovery systems for the ventilation
and air-conditioning of the rooms
• Data points COPPER 2200
• Data points fibre optics 500
• Building entrance 2 x 1600 A

Contractor :
aareSkin Praxis, Bern
Implementation period :
May to July 2020
Volume :
CHF 0.075 million

Contractor :
SUPSI University of Applied Sciences
Southern Switzerland
Implementation period :
September 2017 to December 2020
Volume :
CHF 4.1 million
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Incyte in Morges		

Eversys in Siders

TGSB – Great St. Bernard Tunnel

Conversion and interior fittings of the
former Pasta-Gala factory for Incyte
Biosciences International, a company
specialising in the development of new
cancer medication; installation of the
European head office in Morges.

Founded in 2009, Eversys produces coffee
machines for companies and the catering
industry. Thanks to its newly developed,
innovative extraction process and quality
controls, Eversys has become one of the
leading manufacturers of fully-automatic
electronic coffee machines for professional users.

Renewal of the remote monitoring and
emergency telephone systems.

Contractor :
Incyte Biosciences International
Implementation period :
May 2019 to June 2020
Volume :
CHF 2 million

Contractor :
Eversys, Siders
Implementation period :
April to December 2019
Volume :
CHF 1 million

Contractor :
TGSB, Bourg-Saint-Pierre
Implementation period :
October 2012 to June 2020
Volume :
CHF 1.7 million

ETAVIS Facility Services projects

ETAVIS Facility Services –
your partner for technical
building management
The range of services provided by ETAVIS Facility
Services includes technical building management
in the service sector, industrial maintenance and energy
optimisation of technical installations. The optimum
use of technology, flexible cooperation models tailored
to customer wishes and functional reliability ensure
long-term and sustainable value retention. The mobile
service teams and experts in the field of heating, ventilation, air conditioning, sanitary systems, electrics
and automation ensure installations function reliably
around the clock. User satisfaction and the optimisation
of operating and energy costs are key concerns.
Ideal service models are developed in cooperation
with the customer and are tailored to the customers’
wishes. ETAVIS Facility Services offers individual
services with guaranteed savings as well as integrated
facility management solutions from a single source.
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B2 Boutique Hotel+Spa,
Hürlimann-Areal, Zurich		
New light for a traditional building
Renewal of the lighting on the exterior
façades of the B2 Boutique Hotel+Spa at
the Hürlimann-Areal in Zurich: During
the course of the renovation work, the
owner of the property at Brandschenkestrasse 152, PSP Properties AG, had the
lighting of the B2 Boutique Hotel+ Spa
renewed. The modern lighting is designed
to be energy-efficient and adjustable
while lending the historical building new
splendour and an eye-catching appearance.					
Customer :
PSP Properties AG
Implementation period :
November 2020
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Ammann + Schmid projects
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Ammann + Schmid –
smart heating
Founded in 1960, the company provides all services
relating to heat supply from a single source – a holistic
approach and reasoned actions from the very outset,
from energy and emissions advice and the installation
of new heating systems to the assembly of replacement
systems. It also provides maintenance and repair
services. As a forward-looking Swiss SME, Ammann +
Schmid also focuses on sustainable use of natural
resources and the optimum balance of ecological
reasoning, efficiency and innovation. In a market increasingly driven by energy policies, the company consistently embraces internal knowledge transfer, be it
by providing junior staff with training from seasoned
experts or by actively fostering talents.

Ammann + Schmid projects
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Renovation of the heating system and
installation of a photovoltaic system,
Mönchaltorf
Replacement of the existing heating
system ( oil heating ) with a modern and
CO2-free brine-water heat pump.
Installation of a rooftop photovoltaic
system. Coordination of various types of
work such as : tank construction, architectural tasks, roofing and plumbing,
scaffolding, painting, electrical work, flue
construction, etc. in accordance with
a precise schedule, we were able to
implement both systems together with
our partners in a very short time without
any negative impacts and present them
to the contractor without any flaws.
Contractor :
Maya Henzi, Burgstrasse 10, Mönchaltorf
Implementation period :
July to September 2020
Volume :
CHF 0.145 million
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Apprentices

2020 – an exceptional year

The coronavirus pandemic has had vocational training in a
stranglehold. There has been a distinct lack of clarity with regard
to trial apprenticeships, final examinations and when apprenticeships can begin. One thing is nevertheless clear – that vocational
training has stood its ground, even against the backdrop of the
crisis. In contrast to grammar schools and other forms of academic training, the final apprenticeship examinations could still
be held in most fields of activity, and primarily manual trades. In
terms of employability and appreciation of apprentices and their
three- to four-year training period, this was hugely important.
Recruitment under special conditions
In many regions, companies were in the critical stages of recruitment when the federal government announced its drastic
measures. Nevertheless, thanks to specially adapted trial days, all
desired apprenticeships were filled. And unlike in other sectors,
the number of apprenticeships remained unchanged. On the
contrary, manual trades once again proved to be systemically relevant compared to other sectors.
An important start to the apprenticeship
For a long time, it was unclear whether, how and when the new
apprentices could begin their activity. The vocational training
managers decided to carry out the orientation days and basic
seminar with the relevant protection concepts in place. This
proved to be successful. No accidents or illnesses were reported
and most importantly, all the apprentices were introduced to
the world of ETAVIS. Occupational safety, health protection, social
and methodological skills – always with the environment in
mind – were successfully conveyed.
Successful final examinations ( apprenticeship certificate )
For a long time, due to the coronavirus pandemic, it was unclear
whether and how the final examinations would be held. The
Federal Council had cancelled all professional examinations
( written and oral ) for all trades, and the practical grades from the
vocational school were used instead. For the practical final
examinations, a standard solution was adopted nationwide for
each trade. Fortunately, in our technical trades, final practical
examinations could be held in either a prescribed or individual
format. Unlike in commercial professions or for students
completing the Matura, we are therefore particularly proud of
our excellent results. These were duly celebrated, albeit on a
smaller scale and in accordance with the protective measures.

Schule@Wirtschaft
In October, ETAVIS Kriegel+Schaffner AG opened its doors to a
very special series of events : The ninth edition of “Schule@
Wirtschaft”, organised by the Chamber of Commerce of the two
Basel cantons, was held in our dual-canton head office in the
Dreispitz area of Basel, providing a wonderful opportunity to
inform training managers from the spheres of politics, administration and education about our training concept and offers.
During a tour, six apprentices, three vocational trainers and
Andreas Fiechter, Director of ETAVIS Region North, presented the
company, our training offer and the day-to-day life of an apprentice. Over drinks, organised in accordance with the protective
measures, all the participants from the national and cantonal
councils as well as leading figures from schools and administrations had the opportunity to talk to our trainers and apprentices
in greater detail.
Outstanding results at the vocational championships
2020 surpassed anything we had previously seen in relation
to the vocational championships. Despite the fact that the
planned central SwissSkills 2020 event in Bern had to be postponed for two years, the SwissSkills Championships 2020 were
nevertheless held in several decentralised locations – with two
very promising participants from our ranks. Over the course
of several selection stages held in difficult conditions, Adrian
Matthys, an automation engineer at Actemium Schweiz AG, and
Jona Stebler, an electrical fitter at ETAVIS Kriegel+Schaffner AG,
both holders of the Federal Vocational Diploma, qualified for the
Swiss championships. As the places were announced, the
tension was palpable.
In the automation engineers category, Adrian Matthys – together
with Dario Flückiger ( team competition ) – won the gold medal
and will travel to the world championships in Shanghai as the
Swiss champion. Jona Stebler was unable to take another title.
Coming seventh among the very best electrical fitters in Switzerland, he nevertheless achieved an excellent result and can lay
claim to being regional champion ( AG, BL+BS ).
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Successful final examination
Schule@Wirtschaft
Gold medals for Adrian Matthys
and Dario Flückiger
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Occupational safety

Occupational safety 2020

In the field of occupational safety and health protection, greater
importance was attached to the latter in last year due to the
pandemic. Employee health was a key concern, with numerous
measures taken to prevent them being infected by the coronavirus. With hygiene masks in short supply, the distancing rules
had to be implemented by means of the appropriate technical
and organisational measures, whereas when wearing masks
became mandatory, the other person-related measures played a
support role.
While we are clearly below the sector average in terms of the
frequency of occupational accidents, detailed analysis shows
that eye accidents represent an exception. As a result of the
improvement process, the protective goggles supplier evaluated
was asked to carry out the necessary training, albeit in difficult
circumstances due to the protective measures, with employees
given the opportunity – on site or during a practical session – to
select the suitable protective goggles. This process is designed
to foster acceptance while contributing to protection against
UV rays with the additional provision of sunglasses.
The tried-and-tested campaigns relating to occupational safety
were once again organised in 2020. In addition to toolbox
meetings, whereby training sessions on a particular issue of
occupational safety were held periodically throughout the year
in each business unit, the occupational safety calendars hanging
everywhere and relating to the inventory constantly emphasised
particular issues of occupational safety. The annual Safety Week,
usually held in May, had to be postponed and was organised
during the autumn as the Safety Moment. Small groups dealt
with everyday risks and considered alternatives to stereotypical
actions, with a focus on improving occupational safety.

Every year, our apprentices start their first year with a kick-off
camp in Lenk. Among the many basic elements examined
is the topic of occupational safety. The young employees learn to
prepare themselves specifically for the work they will be assigned
in order to tackle their tasks safely and in full knowledge of the
risks they may face.
During the spring, our ISO standards were subject to a monitoring
audit at several locations with regard to ISO standards 9001,
14001 and 45001. The relevant report testified to our daily efforts
to meet the requirements as well as possible.
The statistics opposite show that our endeavours were not
rewarded in all areas ( see Fig. 1 : Total accidents compared to
the previous year, and Fig. 2 : Days lost compared to the previous
year ). Because both poles are active in different working environments, this gives rise to different hazardous situations, a fact
that is reflected in the frequency of accidents and the number
of days lost.
We firmly believe that the Safety Excellence approach adopted
will enable us to improve occupational safety and health protection in the long run, even though we recorded an increase in the
number of cases in 2020 following years of falling figures.
With our awareness campaign encouraging everyone to identify
environmental risks in good time and to minimise them before
starting work, we will be able to reverse the trend in the coming
year and thus report a declining in accident rates.
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VINCI Energies Switzerland
( both corporate divisions )
Total accidents
Comparison to previous year
Fig. 1
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Content marketing

Multi-faceted content marketing
for ETAVIS
Content marketing means digital marketing by means of content –
and more particularly relevant content. ETAVIS provides interesting content via several communication channels so that we
are both searchable and visible on the Internet, we establish
ourselves as a reference for our areas of competence as well as
develop communication, and in the best-case scenario a connection, with the people who read and react to our content.
Who do we want to reach ?
The aim of ETAVIS content marketing is to reach people who
might be interested in the services provided by ETAVIS and in the
company itself. On the one hand, these are naturally potential
customers or business partners and, on the other hand, young
people who are at the stage of choosing their career, together
with their parents. Our content must therefore strike the right
note in terms of professional business communication while also
speaking to young people and piquing their interest. We therefore provide multi-faceted content via a number of different
communication channels.
Where can people find our content ?
Our main communication channel is the ETAVIS blog ( blog.etavis.
ch ). One or twice a week, in French, German and Italian, we report
on new developments, interesting projects, topical issues in the
sector and our apprenticeships. All our target groups can find
comprehensive information here on the topics that interest them.
In our posts, we might refer to our website or the apprenticeship
portal ( lehre.etavis.ch ) for more information, depending on the
topic. So that our online posts are easy to find and are displayed
at the top of the list of search engine results, all texts are search
engine optimised ( SEO optimised ). That means that they follow
certain structures and contain characteristics so that they can
be read and classified by search engines.
Where do we reach our target groups ?
As soon as a new blog post is online, we publicise it via the social
networks. ETAVIS is present on LinkedIn and XING, where we
primarily address business customers, as well as on Facebook
and Instagram. We post at least once a week on all four platforms.
Here too, the corporate communication is genuinely communicative : we can follow the reactions and responses to our articles
and posts live while answering questions from subscribers and
contacting them directly.

How can we reach young people ?
Intensive contact with subscribers is really important on the
young, image-based platform Instagram. We post photos and
other visual content there on a daily basis ( Monday to Friday ).
This intensive presence on Instagram would not be possible
without the support of our Lehre@ETAVIS ambassadors : with a
team of ten dedicated apprentices, we reach out to young people
interested in our company where statistics show they are
generally to be found: on their smartphone. And more precisely,
on Instagram. Our ETAVIS ambassadors offer personal insights
into their daily life as an apprentice, report on exciting projects
and orders, amusing situations in professional life and special
moments enjoyed after work or during the holidays. Friendly,
personal and genuine. If you want to follow our apprentices via
the hashtag #ETAVISbotschafter, simply scan this QR code
using your smartphone.
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Newsletter and personalised e-mail content
In addition to the social networks, we naturally also use e-mail
as a key communication channel for our content marketing.
Anyone interested can subscribe to the ETAVIS newsletter ( also
available in three languages ) and receive notifications of new
blog posts by e-mail. Through other e-mail campaigns, we also
address young people directly who have already shown an interest in ETAVIS apprenticeships ( for example via the ETAVIS career
check ). Using personalised e-mail content, we provide them
with the precise information on careers that are of interest
to them and inform them about our trial days and the application
procedure.
Surprising content hidden behind 24 doors :
the ETAVIS Advent calendar
In December, we also had a surprise for all our ( digital ) contacts
with the ETAVIS online Advent calendar. Together with some of
our employees, we prepared 24 doors with personal tips and
tricks, Christmas family recipes. Christmas traditions from around
the world, exciting competitions with great prizes and many
more magical surprises. We also hid our annual Christmas donation behind one of the doors, as this year we wanted to give
our contacts the opportunity to help decide which charitable
organisation should receive our donation of CHF 500. The Kifa
Schweiz Foundation received the most votes, along with our
donation.

VINCI Activity Report 2020

That is another feature of content marketing: personal, honest
and customer-oriented communication from the heart. People,
and not the company, are the focal point. As a company, we
want to offer people something : our services, our company as a
place of work, our know-how as experts and our knowledge
as a teaching company.

Organisational structure

Senior management
Building Solutions Switzerland
corporate division

Senior management
ICT & Automation Switzerland
corporate division
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Incoming orders

Turnover

2020: total CHF 742 million
2019: total CHF 719 million

2020: total CHF 693 million
2019: total CHF 673 million
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Romandie
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P.O. Box
CH-8021 Zurich
Tel. +41 44 947 77 00
www.vinci-energies.ch

Building Solutions

ICT & Automation

Thomas Bohnen
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holding.ch@vinci-energies.com
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marketing.ch@axians.com
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Companies :
ACTEMIUM
Actemium Switzerland AG
Wien-Strasse 2
CH-4002 Basel
Tel. +41 61 316 67 00
www.actemium.ch
AMMANN + SCHMID
Ammann + Schmid AG
Freiestrasse 39
CH-8610 Uster
Tel. +41 43 399 25 99
www.ammann-schmid.ch
AXIANS
Axians GNS AG
Franz-Burckhardt-Strasse 11
CH-8404 Winterthur
Tel. +41 52 368 79 79
www.axians.ch
Axians redtoo AG
Nenzlingerweg 2
P.O. Box
CH-4153 Reinach
Tel. +41 61 716 70 70
www.axians.ch
Axians redtoo s.r.o.
Na Strži 2097/63
CZ-14000 Prague 4
Tel. +420 226 231 000
www.axians.cz

Axians redtoo Inc.
26 Columbia Turnpike
Suite 102
US-Florham Park, NJ 07932
Tel. +1 973 531 2900
www.axiansredtoo.us
Axians Switzerland AG
Pulverstrasse 8
Stufenbau
CH-3063 Ittigen
Tel. +41 31 925 91 11
www.axians.ch
ETAVIS
ETAVIS AG
Pfingstweidstrasse 106
P.O. Box
CH-8021 Zurich
Tel. +41 44 947 77 00
www.etavis.ch
ETAVIS Arnold AG
Waldeggstrasse 47
CH-3097 Liebefeld
Tel. +41 31 309 66 66
www.etavis.ch
ETAVIS Barboni + Collaud SA
Karrweg 4
CH-1700 Fribourg
Tel. +41 26 347 13 00
www.etavis.ch
ETAVIS Beutler AG
Buchmattstrasse 5
CH-3400 Burgdorf
Tel. +41 34 421 44 44
www.etavis.ch

ETAVIS EGLIN SA
Ancienne Pointe 24
CH-1920 Martigny
Tel. +41 27 721 74 75
www.etavis.ch

ETAVIS Kriegel + Co. AG
St. Jakob-Strasse 40
CH-4132 Muttenz
Tel. +41 61 465 65 65
www.etavis.ch

ETAVIS ELCOM AG
Kanalstrasse 3
LI-9496 Balzers
Tel. +423 380 01 01
www.etavis.li

ETAVIS Kriegel + Schaffner AG
Wien-Strasse 2
P.O. Box
CH-4002 Basel
Tel. +41 61 316 60 60
www.etavis.ch

ETAVIS Elettro-Impianti SA
Via Boschina 5
CH-6963 Pregassona-Lugano
Tel. +41 91 973 31 11
www.etavis.ch
ETAVIS ELSA SA
Chemin St-Hubert 18
CH-1950 Sion
Tel. +41 27 327 62 10
www.etavis.ch
ETAVIS Facility Services AG
Schaffhauserstrasse 611
P.O. Box
CH-8052 Zurich
Tel. +41 44 306 80 60
www.etavis.ch/facility-services
ETAVIS Grossenbacher AG
Oststrasse 25
P.O. Box
CH-9006 St. Gallen
Tel. +41 71 243 66 44
www.etavis.ch
ETAVIS JAG JAKOB AG
Mohnweg 5
CH-2504 Biel
Tel. +41 32 366 22 11
www.etavis.ch

ETAVIS Services AG
Wien-Strasse 1
CH-4142 Münchenstein
Tel. +41 844 825 825
www.etavis.ch
ETAVIS TSA SA
Avenue de Sévelin 46
CH-1004 Lausanne
Tel. +41 21 614 44 44
www.etavis.ch
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